
7.1.5. Green Campus Initiative

7.1.5.1. The institutional initiatives for greening the campus are as follows: 

1. Restricted entry of automobiles: 

  Green campus initiative is taken in order to avoid the pollution.  Once in a mont
vehicle day is celebrated since last 6 years.  But due to Covid
was restricted entry of the people hence the purpose of the said criteria is fulfilled. 

2. Use of Bicycles and Battery Powered Vehicles: 

Our parking area is near to the entrance gate and hence there is no need of internal 
transportation.  For daily up and down some students are using bicycles and battery 
powered vehicles. In covid -
restricted hence carbon emission is substantially decreased in campus. 

   3. Pedestrian Friendly pathways: 

  All the internal roads in the campus are well served for the transportation.   There 
are separate pedestrian pathways aside to main roads. Main road is having safety 
measures, rumble straps, for maintaining the traffic rules.  Dividers at the cross junction 
are well maintained.    

Figure 1 Speed breakers at the divergent roads
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Figure 2 Dividers and Rumble straps 

Figure 3. Well constructed Foot paths on main Road in the campus 



  
4. Ban on use of Plastic :  

There is limited plastic use in the functions and day to day practices.  Students are well 
aware for the no use of plastics hence in any departmental or insititutional function we 
avoid the use of plastics. 

 
Figure 4 Board highlights the cleanliness warnings 

5. landscaping with trees and plants: Under the department of Botany green campus 
initiative is taken.  Regularly we are maintaining the plantation in campus all the road side 
area is covered by plantation. Landscaping and pot gardening well maintained for the 
beautification and green campus initiative.      
 



 

Figure 5. Plantation on land 



 

Figure 6. Pot gardening for green campus with irrigation system 

 


